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Purpose of the Report

1. To agree financial support that the Council can provide to residents of Allowenshay, Dinnington and 
Hinton St George in relation to improvements required to their private water supply (PWS).

Forward Plan 

2. This report appeared on the District Executive Forward Plan for July 2019.

Public Interest

3. One of the statutory functions of the Council is to regulate private water supplies within the district. 
This falls under the Council’s public health responsibilities in ensuring that private water supplies 
are healthy for users and do not pose any health risks, which includes actual risks and potential 
risks that may arise. A private water supply may come from a spring, well or borehole and will be 
under the control of private individuals or companies. Where such a supply provides water to more 
than one dwelling, or commercial premises, the Council has duties and powers to ensure it is 
wholesome, sufficient and safe for use. 

To achieve this Environmental Health staff routinely sample water from such supplies and carry out 
risk assessments of such supplies. Where problems are identified, notices can be served on the 
persons responsible for the provision of the water requiring them to carry out work needed to 
improve the supply.

This report relates to the private water supplies in Allowenshay where there have been ongoing 
concerns with the supply over a number of years.  Most recently a Notice was served requiring 
works to improve the supply. Due to the extensive works required this is causing financial difficulties 
and concerns for residents who will need to meet the costs of improving the supply.  The Council 
has been asked to consider if there is any assistance that can be provided to the residents given 
the critical public health need for them to have a safe water supply.

Recommendations

4. That the District Executive:

a. Approve the provision of a one-off capital grant of £26,100 towards the infrastructure cost of 
providing mains water to Allowenshay village to support those who have been the subject of the 
Notice requiring improvements to be made.

b. Approve the Supplementary Budget addition of £26,100 (rounded) to the Capital Programme, to 
be funded from the Capital Receipts Reserve, for “Water Infrastructure Improvement Grants” to 
provide the necessary budget approval for recommendation (a). 



c. To note that a further request may come forward from other residents subject to the same Notice, 
for assistance with the cost of remedial works in future, and to agree to consider such a request 
if received.

Background

5. The Allowenshay PWS is fed by a number of spring features that originate some distance south of 
the village of Allowenshay in Somerset. The water from the spring features flows via various storage 
and distribution arrangements to feed some properties in Dinnington and Allowenshay. Over time, 
several properties within Allowenshay have chosen to seek alternative private supplies of water and 
as a result, only some of the properties within the village are still on the Allowenshay PWS. 
Additionally, the Allowenshay PWS was previously supplemented by a borehole that was sunk in 
1990; since 2017 this has no longer been the case. The supply consists of 5 wells in Halcombe 
Copse on Windwhistle Hill from which water is piped 3km to Allowenshay via Hill Farm. At Hill 
Farm the water is held in a reservoir tank with the overflow filling a second reservoir that 
feeds Allowenshay.

6. The Council are the regulatory authority responsible for ensuring that private water supplies do not 
pose a risk to health in accordance with the Private Water Supply (England) Regulations 2016. The 
Council also has powers under the Water Industry Act 1991, to deal with a private water supply 
which is failing or unwholesome.

7. Following issues of insufficiency and unwholesomeness the Council served a Notice requiring 
improvements in 2015. There was only partial compliance with the Notice and further enforcement 
was considered by District Executive in February 2017.  The decision at the time was to take no 
further action.

8. Following ongoing issues with the supply the matter was considered again and a further Notice 
served in 2018.  For legal reasons this Notice was served on consumers of the supply as well as 
the company considered to exercise management and maintenance of the supply.  Numerous 
representations were made against this Notice and it was considered by the Drinking Water 
Inspectorate (DWI).  The conclusion was that a Notice was appropriate for this supply to ensure the 
water is wholesome and sufficient. The Notice was therefore confirmed with modifications in 
February 2019. Following discussions with the DWI a further Notice was also served on the same 
persons due to a potential danger to health of the consumers.

Action to date

9. The confirmed Notice gave the relevant persons three options for compliance:
a. Source water from the public supply by way of a connection to mains water; or
b. Connect to the other private water supply operated by the Allowenshay Water Company once 

the Council has confirmed the supply is wholesome; or
c. Source a sufficient and wholesome supply of water from a private water supply and implement 

a programme of ongoing and appropriate maintenance of that supply to ensure the supply 
continues to remain sufficient and wholesome.

10. DWI also recommended that the Council supports the relevant persons as a collective, so much as 
is possible, to ensure the delivery of the outcome of the Confirmed (with modifications) Notice to 
secure wholesome and sufficient water.

11. Officers from the Council held a public meeting on 27th March 2019 to which all ”relevant persons” 
(users and the company considered to exercise management competence over the water supply) 
were invited. This allowed discussion of the situation along with some initial dialogue regarding what 



further support the Council may be able to provide.  A query was raised regarding any financial help 
that may be possible and an undertaking was given to look into this possibility.

12. The relevant persons have been considering their options and a number have decided their wish is 
to follow option a) to connect to mains water.  They have explored various ways to keep the costs 
as low as possible but the total cost is still significant. The residents involved in this scheme, many 
of whom no longer work, are struggling to fully finance this and there is currently a shortfall on this 
scheme of £26,100.

13. There are other relevant persons who live some distance from Allowenshay village itself and 
connection to mains water is unlikely to be viable for those persons due to the distance and cost 
involved. These residents are therefore still to determine what course of action they wish to take.    
There may be other costs for other schemes yet to come forward over the next four to six months.

14. The case has been very involved with complicated legalities. The DWI have been involved giving 
advice and guidance to all parties in addition to their role in considering representations made 
against the Notices.  They have commented on how complex this case has been and its unusual 
nature, and they have had to dedicate considerable time themselves to considering all the factors 
involved.   

15. It is in this context that officers have discussed the situation and, with the agreement of this 
Committee, believe that given the circumstances of the case a one-off grant to cover the shortfall 
of £26,100 should be provided towards the cost of the infrastructure allowing essential works to go 
ahead and ensuring compliance with the Notice. Officers also believe a further amount should be 
made available to the remaining residents, if requested, once a suitable scheme has been agreed.

16. Whilst the Council has no statutory obligation to fund improvements to private water supplies, 
provision of such a grant is in accordance with the Councils functions and legal powers of both the 
Water Industry Act 1991 and the Private Water Supply Regulations 2016.  In addition provisions of 
The Local Government Act 1972 and The Localism Act 2011 support the allowance of this 
expenditure.  

17. Should the Notice not be complied with the Council will have to consider again its enforcement 
options and further action that may be required to ensure a safe and wholesome supply of water.  
These options would include the carrying out of works in default of the Notice and recovering costs 
from relevant persons. Such a route could entail considerable cost and time resource and so it is 
the officers view that a preferable route would be to support residents in meeting the requirements 
of the notice. 

Financial Implications

18. For the scheme currently being considered there are 12/15 houses within Allowenshay village who 
would wish to connect to the public supply.  With this scheme there is a funding shortfall of £26,100 
that the residents are unable to meet with their own funds.

19. There are a further 12 households that are yet to confirm their proposed course of action to comply 
with the notice. Further schemes may still come forward from these relevant persons.  Costs of 
these schemes are not yet known 

20. Should Members agree all the recommendations in this report, the total grant of £26,100 will be 
allocated from the useable capital receipt reserve and added to the capital programme for 
monitoring.



Risk Matrix 

The risk matrix shows risk relating to the Council Plan 2016-21 headings. 
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Council Plan Implications 

21. This links to the Council Plan 2016 – 2021 focus area: Healthy, self-reliant communities - 
To enable healthy communities which are cohesive, sustainable and enjoy a high quality of life

Carbon Emissions and Climate Change Implications 

22. There are no specific carbon emission implications.  The provision of a public water supply will 
significantly reduce the risk of lack of water supply should the spring water sufficiency be affected 
by climate change.

Equality and Diversity Implications

23. An Equality Impact Relevance Check Form has been completed for this proposal which has 
identified that there are no negative impacts for anyone from the Protected Characteristics in view 
of the positive benefits it will bring. To this end a full Equality Impact Assessment is not required. A 
copy of the Equality Impact Relevance Check Form is appended to this report.

Privacy Impact Assessment

24. The Council already holds non-sensitive personal data of the majority of the residents effected by 
this water supply issue, which was obtained with the consent of those residents.  In implementing 
this decision of the District Executive, Council staff will need to process personal data for purposes 
that may include informing residents of the decision, the serving of further notices, and other related 
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activities.  Only staff in the Environmental Health and Legal services are able to access, control and 
process the personal data.  This data will be retained until no longer required in relation to the 
Allowenshay water supply issue, where after it will be destroyed in accordance with Council policy

Background Papers

25. District Executive Report on the Allowenshay Private Water Supply - 2nd February 2017


